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CROWS ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH
Fiction

Having left my lover—an excellent cook, diligent housekeeper and graceful
dancer but totally indifferent to those issues that startled me awake in the
deepest hours of the night—I decided to return to my childhood home for a
period of reflection.

What were these issues that thrust me shuddering out of sleep? No, they
had nothing to do with the current Regime, but rather were symptomatic of
our modern age in general. For instance, I would suddenly jerk upright in the
pitch dark with the overwhelming sense I needed to go to the window, throw
back the drapes, and reassure myself that the searing moon still hung whole
and uneaten in the relentless void of the sky. My lover, awakened by my leap
from bed, would sit up, regard me with glaring eyes I could feel boring into
my back, and grumble: So what if the moon disappears? Why do you persist
in worrying about what you can’t change? Didn’t Einstein say that was the
definition of insanity?

Well, no, but we’ll let that pass. (Idiot.)
Oh, you dear and lovely moon, how much longer will you be with us?

Will we be granted advance warning of your going, like all the other things
we’ve lost? But about my childhood home. A small white cottage with green
shutters, it stood just below the crest of a grassy hill in the middle of a forest
clearing. All around was a gathering of heroic trees. Forest creatures great
and small gamboled beneath those sheltering branches. How as a youngster I
had loved to play in that forest where I knew those stately trees would protect
me! Grumbling lovers weren’t on even the most distant horizon, and
heavenly bodies were assumed to be with us forever.

So, homeward bound it must be.

Since my childhood home lay in the most distant part of our dilapidated
country, the journey there would be long and fraught, but such journeys
should be. As the Bible tells us: “The path of the righteous is beset on all
sides by the inequities of the selfish and the tyranny of evil men.”

The train trundled along the ill-kept rails, rattling and bucking. Passengers



swayed back and forth like storm-tossed sailors. Some bore the worried
expressions of travelers being propelled into a future they now weren’t sure
they’d clearly thought out. Others tried to hide smiles; they were the
absconders, relieved to be gone. Some passengers were thinking, Oh woe!
What is to become of me! Others did all they could to suppress a shout of
Yippee-ki-yay, motherfucker!

As for myself, I concentrated on rejecting unwholesome thoughts. My
new regimen! I was leaving behind those bad times when my thoughts would
grow dire, sprouting like dark weeds I couldn’t kill no matter how much
mental pesticide I’d spray. Those bad times when, realizing with absolute
clarity how the disappearing moon would take with it all the light of the
world, I would turn to thoughts of the knife. I would imagine the silver
mystery of its edge, honed to such an infinite sharpness that it disappeared
into itself.

(Sometimes the poetry of the blade would arouse my blood to the point
where I’d point at my lover and order, Stay there! Then I’d scurry to the
computer and fire up Google to search out images of that exquisite moment
when the edge first kisses flesh and draws forth into life that tiny wondrous
red bud. Such images were difficult to find, but when I did, my blood would
blast through my veins like an IV of cocaine, and I would hasten back to my
lover, who had stayed in bed as I’d ordered, and we would engage in….
Well, I will leave the rest to your imagination. But to ease your mind, no, I
never cut a lover, even in fun, except once.)

So, I knew what I was leaving behind and what lay ahead, and I was
happy about it. I ate my ham-salad sandwiches with contented chomps and
filled my mind with the lush and lusty forest of my youth while the brown,
wasted scenery of today passed slowly by in the train’s filthy windows.

Oh, that forest! My dog, Sean, and I would wake up long before my
parents and set off for a day of adventure. Above us, a great tide of brilliant
stars would wash across the night sky while the moon gleamed unabashedly.
(I assure you, it was like that in those days!) We would hasten out of the
clearing where the cottage slumbered and make for our breakfast spot,
sheltered in the ample bosom of towering firs, to eat corncakes I’d baked the
night before. Then, satisfied and eager, we’d spend our day roaming among
the rabbits and the deer and the squirrels and all the other forest creatures
who were our friends. Birds we knew would flutter around, telling stories
about what they’d been up to. (Stories that were probably made up; you know



how birds are. Except crows, who always tell the truth, no matter how
uncomfortable. Oh, how much we need the return of crows these days!)
When night came again, we’d head home. My parents would already be
locked up tight in their room; they might as well have been dead.

That’s the way I remember growing up—until I met my first lover, and
Sean was found dead, and I was alone.

 
So, the train carrying me home clattered on. Slowly, of course, the tracks
being one more bit of crumbling infrastructure. I often dreamed about
infrastructure. After checking to make sure the moon still clung to its
precarious perch, I would return to bed and fall asleep, only to be pursued by
a dream of everything crashing down, highways, bridges, aqueducts,
buildings, you name it, all crashing into fiery ruin while I ran frantically
about calling out for past lovers—possibly to save them, but I doubt it; more
than likely I was seeking one final opportunity for orgasmic release among
the bloody ruins. (I will relate more of my dreams later if I have the time, but
not the really creepy ones.) I would write adamant letters to every politician I
could think of, from the Leader on down, demanding action or else there’d be
dire consequences. (What these consequences might be, I never spelled out;
nevertheless, two Regime agents, one male, one female, paid me a visit.
Needless to say, they entered my dreams: as Sean watched, waiting his turn,
we frolicked, sometimes the three of us together, other times one on one; how
earnest were the howls!)

At any rate, as I said, we were making our slow way west across the vast
prairie. During the day, dark storms of high blue wind occasionally raced
past, tossing the prairie grass into black teeming waves before the sun blazed
again. You’d look out expecting to see a wagon train or a band of wild
Indians, but the landscape would be vacant except for the shadows dragged
across it by soaring carrion birds. That’s the way the boring days went. But
the nights! The nights thundered down with a blackness so profound it was
like dying and being sealed inside a coffin interred in the blackest depths of
the earth. I would sit rigid and guarded, lest I slumber and, awakening, look
out at the night sky and find all my worst fears confirmed.

 
You’re probably wondering about the other passengers. They were a varied
lot, but typical of what you see these days on a public conveyance. Workmen
searching for jobs. Brides going to meet new husbands. The usual orphans



hoping for new families. Footloose middle-aged women. Dour salesmen with
their unsellable wares. A couple sociologists. A prostitute or two. Several
expensively clothed middle-aged men with neat haircuts, glittering nails, and
big bellies, either Mafia dons seeking new territory or hedge fund managers
looking for more victims, all of them accompanied by husky young men in
bad suits, their bodyguards. I was wearing a disguise, of course, given the
possibility that former associates from my time in the drug business might
still bear a grudge. From behind the dark glasses that were part of the
disguise, I was able to study these husky young men relentlessly, imagining
them naked and hot-breathed, bending toward me, wearing their pistols
belted around their slim waists. (Of course, I did the same thing with the
young female passengers, especially those wearing hijab and abaya,
imagining them naked and sweaty under all those dark, mysterious layers.)

There were many other people in my car, of course, but I won’t bother to
enumerate them because I’m sure you’re familiar with the various types you
see traveling these days, always traveling, as if traveling were a substitute for
hope. (You’d be familiar with them, that is, unless you’re one of those who
has decided to stay hidden for the duration.) Anyway, from behind my dark
glasses, I examined the young men and the young women and ate my ham
salad sandwiches and gazed out at the infinite prairie and listened to music on
my eight-track. I had many tapes of old-time murder ballads, especially those
in which the defiled woman seeks revenge. Revenge is a fundamental human
right, in my opinion.

 
And so, the end of our journey was approaching.

Little tickles of arousal jittered through the passengers, either anxiety or
eagerness, depending upon the reason for the journey: Deathly sick uncle vs.
deathly sick rich uncle, etc., etc. Several people discoursed into their phones,
as people do when approaching their destination or calling loved ones in the
midst of an air hijacking. Outside, the once barren plain had begun to hump
into little pimply hills. In the distance, sharper hills rose like cardboard
cutouts against the gray sky. Somewhere over there was my childhood home!
Somewhere over there was my forest! Somewhere over there was the body of
dead dog Sean!

Across the aisle from me sat a young woman. Wispy hair beneath a blue
polka-dot kerchief, plain dress, flinty face, large breasts. She sat upright,
looking straight ahead. She was speaking softly, apparently rehearsing a



speech. Was it congratulations for some accomplishment? A justification to a
parent for outrageous behavior? An apology to a loved one left behind? A
suicide note?

No, none of these.
“Dear Theunis,” I heard her say, “here is your loving bride, Joanna,

dispatched to you by the agency after you selected me from the website and
sent...No, no, no, wait. How stupid. Okay. Dear Theunis, here before you at
last is your eager bride, Joanna! How I have longed for this moment through
all my long journey…”

I turned away, unable to listen to any more of this drivel. Just shut up and
take your medicine, you believer in love! Look, the train will arrive soon at
the station, and there will be your stout Theunis with his thick ploughman’s
hands and dim, doughboy face, waiting for the fourteen-year-old bride he’d
ordered, and the two of you will stare at each other as you try to reconcile
what you see before you with the image you saw on the internet, and then
you will move together into an awkward embrace, subsequent to which you
will follow Theunis to his wagon, already filled with supplies, and begin the
journey that will take you fifty miles north into the tall-grass wilderness
where the lunatic wind always blows and to the sod house where the
centipede- and spider-laden dirt drifts down constantly from the sod ceiling
into hair and bedding and cook pot and where there is no Wi-Fi, and where
you, Joanna, will wait until eventually you…

But should I tell Joanna what is coming?
Should I give her the benefit of my experience?
Nah.
 

The anticipatory commotion grew stronger. There were discussions about the
best local restaurants and prostitutes. Joanna, across from me, continued her
nervous rehearsal. The Mafia dons and hedge fund managers smoothed down
their suit jackets and moustaches; their bodyguards checked weapons. The
train slowed, lurched. The concrete-block station came into view, its parking
lot crowded with cars, trucks, and horse-drawn wagons; taxis and rickshaws
lined the pick-up lane. Atop the station’s slate roof stood a statue of the
Leader in one of his patented no-nonsense poses.

As I gazed out the window at this welcome scene before me—my
childhood home was just over that ridge to the west! my guardian forest
awaited!—my reflection in the glass surged into focus. My face looked



haggard from the exhaustion of travel, of course, but seemed still imbued
with the good humor I’ve always been noted for. But wait: another face
appeared, then a third, a fourth, a fifth, my face, yes, but all with marked
differences. Smiling, leering, eyes rolling, grimacing, laughing, sneering,
baring teeth, recoiling in terror!

Was this the way death arrives? In a clown car? Or was I having one more
brush with insanity?

Once, back before I set up on my own in the drug business, I worked as
chief of staff to the mayor of a medium-size city, privy to all the deepest
secrets of his administration, chief among them the fact that he was in thrall
to the local crime family, the Gillespie Sisters, who’d ensured his victory
with their army of social media trolls and bots. (It also helped that the
mayor’s opponent met an untimely death—it was ruled a suicide.) After the
election, favors were demanded, and I, as chief of staff, was in charge of their
fulfillment.

It wasn’t a bad job, as jobs involving organized crime go, but I’d entered
that phase of life when the nights were a torment. I would close my eyes.
Sleep would make its hovering approach but then quickly become untethered,
spinning away to some remote nook of the universe I knew I could never
reach. You might think this was at least in part due to paranoia occasioned by
my work with the Gillespie Sisters, but you would be wrong. Yes, I knew
many dangerous secrets, any one of which might prompt the Sisters to ensure
permanent confidentiality. But the truth is, I got along fine with them—we
were all three of us oenophiles and Jean-Pierre Melville freaks. There was
never a hint of suspicion of me on their part, and we might have continued
our relationship for many happy years had they not been assassinated by
Regime agents.

No, the paranoia that stabbed my nights like a large, terrifying needle had
to do with the fact that I’d come to the sudden realization I no longer knew
who I was. I mean, I felt as if I were unmoored, floating free, capable of
being tossed by even the merest whisper of a breeze, all sense of personal
reality brushed away like lint. Was I here on this Earth or a different one?
Had our universe collided with some parallel universe, in the process sluffing
me off into new territory like some errant quantum particle? Had all the
accustomed equations been juggled, the cosmological horizon tilted?

Nothing looked different. Everything felt different. I thought I might be
going mad.



 
Of course, one can learn to live with anything, including madness conjured
by the Great Physicist in the Sky, as long as one has the loving support of an
empathetic partner. Needless to say, I did not, my lover at the time being
thoroughly consumed with protesting recent fertility regulations, but I
endured, secure in the knowledge that whatever madness this was, another
would be sure to take its place eventually and make the current bout nothing
but an unpleasant memory.

And sure enough, my worries about the moon soon arrived.
 

I stood on the station platform with my backpack, breathing air that only
moments before had wafted through my beloved forest. How sweet it was in
my city-scarred lungs! Passengers milled about, seeking luggage, greeting
family and friends, buying fruit from the pushcarts, haggling over taxis or
rickshaws. I looked around for the young girl from the train, Joanna, finally
spotting her at the end of the platform past the Stuckey’s. She was standing in
front of a bulky young man with blond hair and a face broad as a shovel, on it
a grin: Theunis, of course. He was holding out a sausage-shaped object that,
after a moment, I identified as a pecan roll from Stuckey’s. A wedding gift
for his beloved he was seeing for the first time! (Jesus!) It was clear what was
going on with honest yeoman Theunis—that look of pleased befuddlement at
his good luck in scoring a mail-order bride who didn’t look or smell like a
rhinoceros—but what intrigued me was the string of thought pulses coursing
through Joanna’s mind. I took out my notebook and wrote down the thoughts
I witnessed:

Kiss or handshake?
Why is he grinning like a big Swedish idiot?
Why were Mother and Father killed at the mill?
Could they have saved me if they’d lived?
My life forever, I guess. Unless death. Mine …
Or his.
What is that odor? Oh Lord, is it…?
Is this Love?
Or Fear?
What’s the difference? (This was my thought, not Joanna’s.)
 

In the Stuckey’s I bought an egg salad sandwich and a pecan roll of my own



and stowed them in my backpack, which also contained, among other things,
change of underwear, Bible, small revolver, bearer bonds, my childhood
stiletto, diary, and tin box of opium. While I browsed among the Stuckey’s
trinkets and striped blankets, I found myself pondering Joanna’s situation. It
is my observation that the only way two people can come together as partners
in this buzzing hive of humanity in which we’re all trapped is through the
intervention of the Great Physicist in the Sky. It is He who disposes. And
how does He do that? According to His own whimsical quantum principles.
SNAP! and He has set two lives on course toward each other. The problem is
that when they come together, there’s a likelihood that, like stars colliding, all
that will be left is a black hole destroying all light and time.

 
When I went back outside with my purchases, I saw stout yeoman Theunis,
striding purposefully toward his wagon, Joanna trudging behind as if drawn
by a tether.

 
To the west of the train station, a low ridge wiggled across the grassy plain.
Although it seemed more raggedly eroded and careworn than I remembered
—I suppose the same could apply to me—the sight of it warmed me, for
beyond that ridge lay my forest and my childhood home. Oh, my friendly
forest, waiting to welcome me with your embracing branches and titillatingly
barky trunks and smiling, scampering forest creatures. I made my way
through the station parking lot, hoping to catch a ride, but I could find no one
heading west into the forest. Why should they? What allure did a forest of
smiling trees and gaily chattering creatures hold for modern folk immune to
magic and governed by the principles of rampant capitalism and quantum
mechanics?

This attitude was brought home to me during a conversation with an
elderly pigtailed gentleman sitting in a rocking chair on the porch of the
station hotel, smoking his pipe and reading the Special Prosecutor’s Report
on his iPad. I asked him if he knew of anyone heading west with whom I
might hitch a ride.

You aim to go to the Forest? he said.
I told him I did.
He scrutinized me. Then he said, No, no one goes there. And I would

advise you against such a course.
Why?



That place where you want to go?
Yes?
Death is there.
Oh, you crazy old man!
 

As I set off walking, westward toward my forest, toward my childhood home,
I found myself thinking about Joanna. An image kept appearing—so real I
might have been wearing VR goggles. There she is before me in the tall grass
beside a sod house, standing straight, hands at her sides, serious expression:
she’s making a speech. Dear husband, here you see before you your bride,
Joanna, having traveled to you from the East. She clears her throat. She runs
a finger slowly over her lips as if to mold them into an apparatus that can
produce the words she believes are required. Dear Theunis, husband, all I
ever wanted was for you to adore me, for you to place me above all others,
for you to tell me how valuable I am! That’s all! And then, we’d stride
forward through life side by side, always and forever…

Husband, damnit, do you hear me?
Well, this is a new Joanna, isn’t it?
Then the vision drifts, blurs, dissolves. A new video takes its place:
A low, solitary hill in the middle of the endless prairie, atop it a cemetery.

A procession making its way across the grassy plain toward the hill. Men and
women in their Sunday clothes, a scattering of children led by the hand or
carried at the bosom. In the middle of the procession, a coffin borne by a
horse-drawn hearse, its driver in a black suit and top hat. Mournful wind.
Mournful fiddle music, drum beating a slow, sad march.

The video camera embedded in my brain pans across the scene, then
focuses in on the cemetery. Stone markers tilted this way and that, silhouetted
against a sky of swirling gray and black clouds. The hearse halts beside a
freshly dug grave; a headstone rests against the shoveled dirt. The camera
moves along the solemn faces of the mourners—good, solid American faces
—then focuses on the headstone. A name is engraved on it.

Theunis Wessels.
 

A few of the things that might have killed Theunis:
Disease. Snakebite. Centipede or spider. Accident with a scythe. Kicked

in the head by his mule while trying to shoe it. Struck by lightning. Bitten by
rabid fox. Drowned in flash flood. Hypothermia after being caught in a



blizzard. Shooting accident. Crushed by a wagon that collapsed atop him
while he was trying to fix a wheel. Unlucky fall from the roof of his sod
house. Prairie fire.

Or..?
 

The gray clouds swirl and the drizzle falls and ladies weep and a hatchet-
faced minister preaches: Listen to me, brothers and sisters! As the eternity of
sleep overtakes us, we will be changed! Hallelujah! Brothers and sisters, I
tell you it is the greatest mystery! In a flash, in the twinkling of an eye, at the
last trumpet! All changed!

 
Joanna wipes her nose with the back of her hand. She leans against an older
woman, the preacher’s wife, who supports her with an arm around her waist.

Are we not all sinners? Will not the final trumpet sound for all of us? So
seek your Father’s mercy before it’s too late!

Oh, Joanna, I applaud your performance. As good as anything I ever
accomplished.

 
Night after night in her tiny room in the home of her birth, lying on the thin
mattress. The white light of a kerosene lamp. The blackness of the sky
outside her window. The skeletal hands of an elm wavering across the
moon’s blotched face. (At least she had a moon!) Night after night in her tiny
room, reading the magazines, roaming the websites that proclaim love and
marriage to be the answers. (But what were the questions?!) Night after night
dreaming, feeling the disappointment of the stern-faced old women in the
parlor below seeping up around her like a noxious gas. Night after night. And
finally coming across the website for Frontier Brides. Scanning the faces of
all the young, handsome, hopeful, solid farmers. Sending in her pitiful
savings, waiting anxiously for the response, not daring even to whisper her
hopes to the old women in the parlor below sipping sherry and expelling
noxious gas.

 
But did Joanna ever let herself gaze up into that night sky? (As I used to do
before fear of the moon’s disappearance, taking with it all the light, entered
my blood like a deadly bacillus.) Did she ever let herself take in the
immensity of that heaven soaring beyond the ragged rectangle of sky trapped
within her room’s lone window?



(As I used to do…Sean and I sitting on a soft carpet of moss beside a
stream winding through the forest, and we are gazing up at the billions upon
billions of cubic miles of overarching universe, at the billions upon billions of
planets and stars and galaxies all spinning onward and outward in their
infinite tracks, and we are realizing how tiny a speck we truly are in that
gigantic tapestry, and we are understanding finally and irrevocably that
whatever we would do with our lives, whatever action we would
contemplate, whatever decision we might think needs to be made, all of it
would be totally without meaning in that gigantic context. Save a child from
drowning, murder a child with a knife, it wouldn’t matter because either
course would have exactly the same impact on the cosmos.)

 
Joanna watches as the casket is lowered into the muddy grave and the
shovelfuls of earth splatter against it. She thinks of those many long months
in that sod home while the dirt drifted down and the centipedes and spiders
fell into her hair and the winds flamed down across the prairie as if they
might eventually shear away all her flesh, all her soul. All that time in the sod
house waiting for God to apologize, or at least exhibit some knowledge of
her.

So, she took to going out at night while Theunis snored, she would go out
and stare up into that infinite sky and wait for an answer, but the only answer
was His silence, and His silence stretched on and on as the uncaring galaxies
swirled away on their uncaring paths, and at last understanding came to her:

No, it didn’t matter what she chose to do.
So, she did it.
 

And there it was before me at last, my forest. I stood at the crest of the ridge
amid a clutch of blueberry bushes and took it all in. I felt all the jiggling
tribulations and cancerous thoughts of the long train journey from the city to
the prairie sluffing off me like dead skin from a snake. Joanna and Theunis?
Just some unimportant people who flitted across my peripheral vision as they
traveled from one life into another. The hedge fund managers and mafia dons
with their bellies and $3000 suits and whiskey coughs and bodyguards? I
don’t know what those words mean. Girls in hijabs and abayas covering their
sweaty nakedness? Be gone from my ken!

A breeze wafting through the trees of my forest pranced out to greet me,
carrying the pine-oil scent of firs, the honey musk of poplars, the citrus of



walnuts. I tore off my disguise. Disgruntled drug customers, do your worst!
I longed to plunge into my forest, but I made myself wait so I could enjoy

the anticipation. Those heroic guardian trees of my youth, how I remembered
them in their stately ranks! Through them we would romp, my dog Sean and
I, chasing the little spirited forest creatures who thought it was just a game
and we’d never really catch them and eat them.

But speaking of poor Sean.
Well, never mind. Sometimes the knife just grows impatient and decides

to take matters into its own hand.
 

I have entered my forest.
 
There’s something amiss.
 
That clamorous, ugly sound! The trees are shouting at each other. Snarling.
Hurling insults and invective. Raising barky fists.

 
My dear forest creatures, what’s wrong? There is brawling: maddened bears
against maddened bears, elk locking horns, deer tearing each other with razor
hooves. The smaller creatures, the rabbits and foxes and squirrels and
raccoons, they peer from the shelter of dark thickets with frightened yellow
eyes.

Birds are tossed about on angry winds!
Crows black as night sit on branches casting murderous stares.
 

I make my way deeper into the forest, still hoping to reclaim the comfort of
my dreams.

But the brambles are thicker and thornier than I remember. It’s human
flesh they want to feast on! Branches grasp and rake like the skeleton fingers
of unrequited old women.

Now there is a sound ahead of me. A thrashing of branches! Angry
turmoil!

A great dark creature shows itself. It glides like a ghost among the fronds
of the giant ferns.

Wolf? Dog? Mythic creature?
I cup my hands around my mouth and howl a question. The creature cocks

its head toward me. It examines me with fierce, shining eyes. Its nose



twitches with my scent. Is it remembering?
I howl again. My cry echoes from one tree to another, growing more and

more plaintive as it skims the currents, as it dissolves into the mist.
My hands drop to my sides. Suddenly, it’s as if I can feel the coolness of a

nose nudging my palm. There is actually a moment when I think I feel
familiar weight leaning against my thigh. My hand at my side strokes the
black fur of a head, a neck.

I look down.
Nothing. Just the emptiness of fouled and departed memory. The

emptiness of a ghost creature now gliding away from me through the fronds
of the giant ferns.

 
Sometimes I dream I am Sean, that I am still alive, that I am searching
through the forest. Then I awake, and as I lie there, I find myself wondering
if I was a person dreaming I was Sean or if I am now Sean dreaming I am a
person clutching a knife.
 
It is night. I have made my way through the forest to the clearing and the
bungalow that was my childhood home.

I lie in the bed that was once mine in the small room upstairs that was
once my refuge, my cell. The darkness is absolute, but I am comforted by the
knowledge that I must be surrounded by all my things, my toys, my
childhood clothes, my posters…

I hear a sound. What it is and whence it comes are impossible to
determine. I leave the warmth of my bed and glide out to the hallway, careful
to make no noise of my own in case it is an intruder bent on mayhem. In the
hallway I stand still as death, listening, holding my breath so that I can better
taste the currents of the air. But there is nothing further. I strain. Nothing.

Well, I decide, it must have been my parents in their bedroom down the
hall. Dead thirty years and still going at it.

Back in my bed, I settle into the warmth of my blankets. On the opposite
wall above my desk is the window looking out across the forest. Above the
tree line hangs the moon and beyond the moon the stars, all uneaten, all
whole, all undefiled.

Of course, I understand that they are nothing more than camouflage hiding
the relentless black hole that will someday swallow us all. Maybe even in the
next five minutes. Expect an apology from above? Dream on.



I go to sleep with that thought, and Sean stalks through my otherwise
worthless dreams.

Then the crows awaken me with their deadly summons.




